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DISCLAIMER: This Litepaper is an integral part of the Aqua Farm website and both are regulated by the TERMS AND USE (“Terms”) therein downloadable or otherwise accessible. By reading or accessing this Litepaper in any way you automatically acknowledge having 
read, understood and accepted the Website Terms as well. For the avoidance of any doubt, Aqua Farm including but not limited to the overall project, the website, all its under development software including any future smart contracts and mobile apps (“Aqua Farm”) 
as presented in this conceptual paper is a pure online video-game/entertainment platform and it is not (not it is required to be) an active licensed or regulated or exempted financial, gambling/e-gaming/betting, or payment or digital asset service or VASP of any kind 
and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this document, or on the Website is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a financial environment, and/or any other regulated framework including e-gaming 
and/or gambling and betting. The Aree Shards (AES) token and the Power Of Deep Ocean (PODO) token are strictly utility or in-game tokens in any jurisdiction and are not and can not be considered as securities or otherwise regulated tokens of any kind, are not in any 
way e-money and/or fiat money or asset backed stable coins, whether global or limited in scope. This document taken by itself is not, nor it can be construed as a contract, an investment contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, it is not an invitation or offer to 
invest in Aqua Farm or acquire or use its tokens in any way with any expectation of future profit. Any user of the Aqua Farm Website and reader of this Litepaper declares to have received appropriate technical, administrative and legal advice before and after reading 
this document and the Website’s content and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto token, platform, software, interface and acknowledges with full disclaimer for any of the persons or entities mentioned 
within this Litepaper or in any way directly or indirectly connected to the Aqua Farm, that there can be any kind of damage suffered, including total loss.
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We believe that we can make the world a more enjoyable place through gaming. We 
also believe that the era of Pay to Win games, rich get richer, will fade and a new era 
of Play-to-Earn (P2E) games, players are enriched through game play, will arrive.

The arrival and advancement of blockchain technology - with ingrained features like 
decentralization, security, transparency and freedom - is opening new doors to the 
world of gaming and changing the way we play games in a way that were previously 
thought impossible with P2E games being a prime example.

The main objective of P2E games should be, first and foremost, fun to play. It should 
not ever become a mechanism to simply earn tokens. To achieve such a level of fun 
game play and enjoyability, we need a well-structured, intuitive and detailed plan for 
the game.

We aim to create and provide a well-made game to players by doing what we do best. 
We will employ various methods and designs to preserve the value of our digital 
assets, along with appropriate rewards for those who have contributed to the game 
ecosystem in various ways.

About Us
Our Vision
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About Us

Aqua Farm is an Adventure RPG game based on 
blockchain technology with a play-to-earn structure. 
It is built on Polygon blockchain network, based on 
Ethereum Layer 2. Aqua Farm will be released on 
both Android and iOS mobile platforms, as well as PC.

Players will get to navigate the vast ocean of Aqua 
World where they and their Aree will grow stronger 
together as they explore, survive and fight through 
various adventures and quests. As the players’ Aree 
grow stronger, more difficult quests and dungeons as 
well as more lucrative rewards will become available.

Aqua Farm was inspired by the P2E game pioneer, 
Axie Infinity and a popular anime, Pokemon. We aim to 
build on our predecessors to provide a more lasting 
P2E game with more elaborate and sustainable token 
economics.

Players will be able to earn Power Of Deep Ocean 
(PODO) tokens through various gameplays which they 
can then use to farm and stake to earn Aree Shards 
(AES) tokens. AES tokens then can be used to 
purchase Aree NFTs and Guardian NFTs to help with 
their gameplay.

What is Aqua Farm?What is Aqua Farm?
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Our story begins in Aqua World where mankind and magical creatures of all kinds 
coexist in peace, under the protection and guidance of the mystical World Tree. But 
one day, monster invaders from another world arrived in Aqua World. The invaders, 
envious of the world so blessed and fertile, began ravaging and plundering the 
blessed PODO from Aqua World back to their barren and desolate home world.

As monsters plundered PODO, the fertile ocean of Aqua World became desolate. The 
World Tree sacrificed AES, its source of power, to create a giant barrier to protect 
Aqua World from the invaders but as time went on, the barrier began to grow weaker 
and weaker.

With the help of the Aree, the ocean fairies and the Guardians, the legendary 
creatures and protectors of the ocean, mankind decided to embark on an adventure 
to fight back against the monster and take back PODO to restore peace to Aqua 
World.

Universe
Power Of Deep Ocean
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What is Aree?What is Aree?
The plural form of

Aree is also Aree.

Aree are the ocean fairies that are born from the fruits of the World 
Tree that grows in the center of Aqua World. Aree live in a micro world 
called Oasis, on the back of Guardians, the ocean protectors. They grow 
along with players that own them. In the beginning, all players will 
begin their Aqua World Adventure with basic Aree. 

Basic Aree are not NFT-type and cannot be traded among 
players. Once the players have earned enough AES tokens, 
they can then use their AES tokens to obtain NFT-type Aree 
from the World Tree which can grow to help them with their 
journey at more difficult dungeons.
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Generated Aree NFTsGenerated Aree NFTs

Aree will be assigned one of 4 types and within each 
type, there are about 11 million combinations of 
features which will guarantee that your Aree NFT will 
be more special.

Each Aree will have a combination of 6 different parts such as 
emblems, belongings, accessories, upper body clothes and lower body 
clothes. Within each of the 6 parts, different designs will be assigned 
with different stats. In Aqua Farm, the appearance and characteristics 
of Aree with the same attribute may be different. 
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Growth & TypesGrowth & Types

All newly created Aree’s grade and level will 
start at 1. Players can then use Evolution 
Stones to upgrade their Aree’s levels. 
Evolution Stones can be bought with PODO 
tokens.

Level UP

Class UP
Aree will be assigned different classes such 
as Normal, Rare, Epic and Legend. To be 
evolved to a higher class, two Aree of the 
same level that has reached the maximum 
level of 30 are necessary for the synthesis. 

Effectiveness

All Aree are born with one of 4 types: Ice (Linae), 
Wave (Toga), Ground (Pep) and Magma (Rumi), with 
each type having either nurturing or controlling 
relationship dynamic with other types. Each Aree will 
also be assigned their own unique roles and skills.
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Guardian?Guardian?

                                                 Guardians are protectors of the ocean 
and mode of transportation that allow players to navigate the vast 
ocean of Aqua World. Also the Oasis which exists on the back of 
Guardians act as a shelter where Aree can rest in peace.

Each Oasis acts as a special and safe place for players within 
which the players can enjoy games such as fishing to earn 
resources that can be used to uniquely decorate their Oasis or 
be used to upgrade Aree and Guardians.

Followers

Exploring the

vast ocean

Searching

dungeons

Higher Guardian levels which can be 
upgraded using AES tokens and Evolution 
Stones, will allow players to control more 
Aree and Sea animals.

Level UP

Decorating

Oasis

Fishing

Yield Farming
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Yield FarmingYield Farming

Guardians, as protectors of the ocean, are the object of admiration for 
many sea animals. There are many different types of sea animals that 
follow Guardians around. Higher the level of Guardians, more number 
of the sea animals that follow the Guardian.

As the number of sea animals increases, 
the total volume of players’ stake cap 
increases the number of PODO tokens. 
The sea animals then refine these staked 
PODO tokens and turn them into AES. 
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Farm?Farm?
The holders are also able to rent out their Aree to other 
players to earn fees. And players without Aree can also 
rent the holders’ Aree to increase their farming efficiency.

Aqua 
Union

Farm is a specific parcel of area of 
sea or land within the vast ocean of 
Aqua World. Players can become a 
holder of Farm NFTs. Dungeons will 
appear on the Farms and the holders 
must use their Aree to defeat the 
monsters from the dungeons. The 
value of the Farms will depreciate if 
monsters are left unchecked which 
will eventually decrease the efficiency 
of the Farms.

If the holders are unable to control 
the monsters on their Farm, they can 
get assistance from other players to 
defeat the monsters and the holders 
will collect a part of the other players 
reward from defeating monsters on 
the Farm. 
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Gameplay: BattleGameplay: Battle Reward
Players can navigate the vast ocean of 
Aqua World to fight and defeat 
monsters in dungeons and players are 
able to discover treasure maps in their 
adventure where they can defeat 
special monsters to take back PODO 
that were taken by the monsters.
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Gameplay: AdventureGameplay: Adventure

Special monsters are hiding and lurking deep within the ocean to steal PODO away from 
Aqua World. The Treasure map is an item that shows where these special monsters are 
hiding. 

Players can discover level 1 treasure maps from dungeons and higher level treasure 
maps can be found by fishing or be made by players. Players can also buy treasure maps 
using PODO tokens through the marketplace.

Players can obtain random items through treasure boxes they find as they adventure 
missions such as exploring deserted islands, surviving hidden traps, or solving puzzles.
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GameplayGameplay

Oasis
Players can build and decorate their Oasis which exist 
as a part of their Guardian. Players can also keep and 
grow their Aree in the Oasis. As a place where Aqua 
World’s energy, Mana Coverage, items are generated 
randomly in Oasis and players can obtain them through 
fishing. Once Oasis is ready for guests, players can invite 
their friends to fish together.

Crafting
Players can collect many types of ingredients and parts 
that they use to create items to decorate their Oasis 
during their adventure and while they fish.

Decorated Oasis will be permanently attached to the 
Guardian and will help to enhance and maximize the 
value of the Guardian on the marketplace.
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Play To EarnPlay To Earn

PODO tokens
can be earned and used for

ㆍDungeon Battle

ㆍPvP Arena

ㆍDecorating Oasis

ㆍFishing

ㆍDraw and Grow rare Aree

ㆍComplete in-game quests

ㆍStaking through Sea animals 

ㆍAqua Union

ㆍLeague of Aree

Reward for clearing unknown dungeon, Reward from treasure box, 
Staking PODO tokens through Sea animals.
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How to earn

AES token
How to earn

AES token

Not all players need to engage in battles in Aqua Farm. Aqua Farm offers many non-battle activities for players to immerse 
themselves in while earning PODO tokens along the way.



MarketPlaceMarketPlace
Players can buy and sell NFT-type Aree, Guardians and Farms on Aqua Farm Marketplace.

Company will earn 5% of the fees which will be used to provide better services and better user experience.

AREE Guardian Stake       Rent

Toga #3928 15 Linae #2783 35 Rumi #5392 78
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Play to Earn
Unlocked over 6 year

TokenomicsTokenomics
Total Max Supply of AES token: 1,000,000,000 (1B)

Total Max Supply of PODO token: Infinite supply with supply control mechanism.

P2E games require elaborately structured token economics. 
PODO (Power Of Deep Ocean) is Aqua Farm’s secondary 
token, it aims to be used for the ‘play-to-earn’ reward 
system. PODO token has an infinite supply but it is also 
designed that total number of PODO tokens will increase as 
the number of players increase and such an inflationary play 
mechanism will help to maintain PODO token at a stable 
price for the sustainable game ecosystem.

20%

30%

5%

25%

10%

5%

2%

3%

Total Supply

1,000,000,000 AES

Play to Earn
Unlocked over 3 year

Staking
Unlocked over 3 year

NFT Minting
Unlocked over 3 year

Team
Unlocked over 2 year

Advisor & Partner
Unlocked over 1 year

Liquidity Supply
& Marketing

Private Sale
Unlocked over 1 year

Pre-Sale
Unlocked over 1 year
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TokenomicsTokenomics
Power of Deep Ocean        PODO Token

AES (Aree Shards) token plays a critical role of 
being both the key monetary token and governance 
token of Aqua Farm. AES token is a deflationary 
token fixed, it is designed to reward and incentivize 
players and token holders.

We have determined one token-fits-all approach, 
while it may work for other projects, was simply not 
enough and after consulting with blockchain subject 
matter experts from The Mars Network, we’ve 
decided to design and implement our current token 
economics as it is now to best preserve the value 
and utility of our tokens.

Governance token

AES
Staking & ARENA

Secondary token

PODO
Play-to-Earn Reward

Reward
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ㆍDungeon Battle

ㆍPvP Arena

ㆍDecorating Oasis

ㆍFishing

ㆍDraw and Grow rare Aree

ㆍComplete in-game quests

ㆍStaking through Sea animals 

ㆍAqua Union

ㆍLeague of Aree



RoadmapRoadmap

ㆍProject Concept

ㆍArtworks Design Concept

ㆍWebsite (Lite) Launch

ㆍCommunity Launch

ㆍLitepaper Release

ㆍMedia Presence

ㆍMarketing Partnership

ㆍToken Disclosure on Platforms

ㆍCommunity Building

ㆍInfluencer Collaboration

ㆍCommunity Competition Event

ㆍTeaser Release

ㆍNFTs Sale Whitelist

ㆍWebsite (Full) Launch

ㆍNFTs Sale

ㆍWhitepaper Release

ㆍCore Marketing

ㆍIDO/IEO

ㆍVIP Access Whitelist

ㆍVIP Closed Beta

ㆍMarketplace Launch

ㆍAqua Farm Official Launch

Go to Website!
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※Don't miss out, Stay updated! ※Don't miss out, Stay updated! 
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